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Hello again and, as usual, a very big 
welcome to Safety Spot, thanks 
for tuning in. Normally the first few 

months of the year are reasonably peaceful 
when it comes to event reports hitting my 
desk and this year has been no exception 
– poor winter weather, very soggy ground 
and, sadly for some members I know, an 
increased personal workload due to local 
flooding, has kept many of you stuck on 
terra firma. From our perspective here at 
LAA Engineering HQ, I don’t ever remember 
being busier, even taking into account the 

seasonal reduction in incidents; recent 
changes in the way we conduct business 
with the UK CAA, and the negotiations 
surrounding the new BCAR have meant that 
we’ve all had our noses to the grindstone.  

The future looks good and we’re playing our 
part in building a good working relationship 
with the new GA Unit being created at the 
CAA’s HQ at Gatwick. As partners in the 
shared goal of keeping aircraft in the air 
affordably and, naturally, safely, we are 
mindful that we’ll all need to work together 
to make the new systems, whatever they 

end up looking like, work. We’re all long 
enough in the tooth to know that the road 
to nowhere is paved with good intent. My 
personal view is that we, as an association, 
need to protect the LAA’s individual aircraft-
centred, evolved processes and systems that 
allow a pragmatic (perhaps better), relevant 
approach to an individual aircraft’s continuing 
airworthiness requirements. I don’t like the 
babies and bathwater idiom, but it’s perhaps 
quite pertinent here. Anyway, increased 
workload aside, we’ve drawn our lines in 
the sand and, as we all should whenever 
possible, have a positive view of the future. 

I know that you’ll probably be reading this 
sometime in the beginning of March, that’s 
a couple of weeks into the future for me as I 
write this but, as I imagine the warm southerly 
winds and small developing cumulous clouds, 
I know that the urge to get airborne again will 
become unbearable. Before you give way, 
bear in mind that most of the incidents and 
events reported to the LAA have at least some 
human factors component; loss of control 
‘pilotage’ type factors feature often, so it might 
be worth reminding you that a spell away from 
the hot seat will mean that you are very likely 
to be out of practice. OK, I know, “it’s like 
riding a bike,” and, to some extent that’s true, 
but while it’s OK to be a bit wobbly over the 
first few yards on a bicycle, it’s not a sensible 
condition for a pilot who, during this initial 
wobbly phase, may have to deal with   
an emergency.

Flying an aircraft, even quite badly, requires 
high levels of skill, as I guess you will 
appreciate (because you probably possess 
them). Skills need practice, not so much for 
day-to-day stuff when everything’s going 
well, but for when things are going badly; 
being able to cope with the unexpected is an 
excellent ability, but experience has shown 
that, when it comes to complex tasks, it’s far 
better to reduce the number of ‘unexpecteds’ 
to an absolute minimum. One thing that is 
developed by what some call ‘practice’, and 
others call ‘rehearsal’, is the ability to predict 
what’s going to happen next – it’s a sort of 
‘second-sight’. With this gift, and that’s what 
the uninitiated often consider it to be, the 
work-hardened recipient will have, as part 
of a personal repertoire of actions, a well-
practiced response to hand… the more you 
get out of practice or lack rehearsal time, the 
further away the available options get.  

As you get into back into the hot seat after a long winter, remember that 
pilot factors always loom large in many of the LAA’s incident reports – and 
flying an aircraft isn’t quite like riding a bike
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With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer

Here’s a picture of a Walter Mikron ready to be fitted into an airframe. This engine’s been 
inhibited; note the label on the propeller flange saying ‘DO NOT TURN’ and the bungs in the 
exhausts. (Photo: David Beale)
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There are, naturally, national rules 
governing how long lay-offs can be but, 
when you read through them, it would be 
possible for a pilot to have a 23-month lay-off 
and still legally fly an aircraft… albeit without 
passengers (remembering the 90-day rule). 
This would be clearly ridiculous and no 
flying club would even think of renting you 
an aircraft without a check-ride, even after, 
in most cases, 30 days; perhaps it would be 
wise to ask yourself who’s policing this at 
your local field and where you fit in?

Before you fly for the first time this spring 
why don’t you carry out a personal audit, 
ask yourself whether you’d be able to cope 
with the engine quitting at a hundred feet 
or so? And what about that chap in the 
other hangar? He looks after a lovely old 
aeroplane, it would be a shame to see him 
bash it.  

WALTER MIKRON ENGINE
SERIOUS CYLINER CORROSION 
AFTER SHORT-LAY-UP
I received an interesting picture from LAA 
Inspector David Beale showing some very 
bad internal cylinder wall corrosion which 
he’s recently come across whilst investigating 
possible causes for a recent episode of rough 
running with the engine. I include this particular 
report because it emphasises the point that it’s 
not just pilotage skills that may need brushing 
up at the beginning of the season… your 
aircraft may need some TLC too before firing 
her up! As a slight aside, this weekend’s given 
us one reasonable day, actually yesterday, and 
I was able to refit the battery into the Triumph; 
after a bit of reticence, the old girl gave in and 
started to run reasonably smoothly.  Rather 
carefully, as it’s been a few month’s since 
I’ve been on a bike, I left our village and 
accelerated up a country lane towards, well, 
nowhere in particular… she stopped about a 
mile away and my arms are still aching from 
the push home… Oh well, what doesn’t kill you 
makes you stronger!  

I expect that you will have heard of David 
because he’s recently completed the beautiful 
Mew Gull (G-HEKL) featured in the August 
2013 Light Aviation magazine (See Project 
News Special). David’s a specialist power 
plant design engineer by profession and, in 
his free time he’s a keen builder/Inspector. 
Anyway, it’s probably a good idea to let David 
explain what he found:

Dear Malcolm,
I have just started the rebuilding of a Walter 
Mikron engine and on removal of the heads 
have come across a very disturbing sight 
(see photo). This engine was last run a little 
over a year ago and was finally removed 
from the airframe last month after frequent 
intermittent rough running; we suspected 
that the cause of this was most probably 
a sticking valve which, as you know, is not 
uncommon on these engines (and VWs for 
that matter). The engine and aeroplane are 
kept in a nice dry ventilated hanger with no 
condensation issues.

This engine was last overhauled by the 
old Walter factory and has had very low oil 
consumption compared to normal due to a 
modern oil control ring mod. The drawback 
is no leakage of oil past the rings when 
stood so the bores don’t get coated with 
oil to protect them from corrosion. I am not 
sure when the corrosion has taken place, as 
all cylinders are corroded (would expect at 
least one to be sealed valves-closed). There 
are signs of corrosion being there prior to 
the prop being turned when the engine 
was removed, as some corrosion patches 
are oily and have been scraped by rings, 
whilst others are fresh which indicates this 
corrosion is happening very fast! 

I have heard from one Gipsy owner who 
has seen corrosion on an engine not used 
much, and that one also had had one 
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(Right) The Walter Mikron engine to which this cylinder belongs had 
a history of rough running and David Bland was asked to look at the 

Top End. Often, if there’s no obvious ignition fault, rough running 
can indicate a sticky valve. Here’s what confronted David when he 

pulled the cylinder. (Photo: David Beale)

(Below right) Here’s an interesting picture showing the final stages 
of the assembly of David’s Mew Gull; this discussion relates to 

cylinder wall corrosion he found in a Walter Micron engine although 
the Mew Gull is fitted with a Gypsy Speed Six. David warns that this 

Speed Six was stored for four years in the reception at his works 
but, unbeknown to him, it had been turned since inhibiting. Also 

it was inhibited using a non-oil based product and had previously 
been stored in a wet hanger. The result – four of the six original new 

cylinders were corroded beyond recovery, but were as clean as a 
whistle on the outside. (Photo: David Beale)

There has been a long dialogue about the 
corrosion-prevention effectiveness of the 
more modern synthetic based oils; certainly, 
on paper these oils look to work far better 
than their simpler counterparts, but the 
modern synthetics have been designed 
for the rigors of the motor car engine and 
may not work quite as well in the older long 
stroke aircraft engines… especially when 
these engines are not being used regularly. 
There are a number of mods which allow 
for fitment of an ‘improved’ oil scraper ring 
but experience is showing that, whilst they 
cut the oil consumption to a very low figure, 
there may be a downside in that ovalisation 
of the barrels may occur and the lack of 
an oil film may not be good in terms of 
corrosion protection.   
(Photo: MachineryLubrication.com) 
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This is a rather undignified exit from a runway but, fortunately for 
the owner of this Minicab, the damaged caused by this flip-over 
accident in the crop was limited to the canopy, turtle deck and, as 
usual, the propeller. Note the very gentle cross-wind from the right 
(about 30° so roughly half the wind-speed … maybe 4 or 5mph). 
(Photo: Richard Thomas)

Here’s a picture of G-AWEP in happier times… It had just been 
awarded the Air Squadron Trophy for best home-build at the 1971 
PFA Rally, held at Sywell that year. 
(Photo: Stuart Macconnacher)

of the more aggressive oil control ring 
modifications done in the past. Personally, I 
have never seen this before and have rebuilt 
Mikrons that have been left in damp corners 
of hangers or sheds for years

I’m worried that this corrosion may also 
be a modern oil effect; there is anecdotal 
evidence that engines which run on 
old or straight oil rather than modern W 
grades do not suffer. It could be all linked 
to improvements in oil control rings and 
claimed reduced consumption from modern 
oils is leaving infrequently-used engines 
open to rapid degradation.

Thanks, David, for highlighting this horrible 
discovery. Certainly high carbon steels, 
like those used as cylinder liners, are very 
prone to corrosion and if this corrosion 
develops a corrosion pit in the material’s 
structure, a catastrophic failure could result. 
David has been keeping us abreast of the 
issues surrounding the use of the more 
modern oils – in this case it looks like the oil 
hasn’t adhered to the cylinder wall and has 
allowed water vapour to initiate the corrosion 
process. Certainly, many engine rebuilders 
warn of the dangers of using these new 
generation oil scraper rings and, whilst they 
do certainly reduce oil consumption, the 
money saved may not be a good investment 
on an engine that was designed to use oil. 

Another point worth mentioning is that 
water can exist in small quantities within 
the oil (in solution) and any water content 
will reduce the lubricity of the oil; that’s why 
some owners say that it’s not wise to run 
aircraft engines at all unless they’re brought 
up to normal operating temperatures which, 
if what they say is true, drives off the water.

I read recently that, within a lubricating 
system, the two most harmful phases are 
free and emulsified water. In journal bearings 
for example, the incompressibility of water 
relative to oil can result in a loss of the 
hydrodynamic oil film that in turn leads to 
excessive wear. As little as 1% water in oil 
can reduce the life expectancy of a journal 
bearing by as much as 90%. For rolling 

element bearings, the situation is even 
worse. Not only will water destroy the oil 
film strength, but both free and emulsified 
water under the extreme temperatures 
and pressures generated in the load zone 
of a rolling element bearing can result in 
instantaneous flash-vaporization causing 
erosive wear to occur. Food for thought?

MINICAB 
LOSS OF CONTROL ON LANDING
After discussing earlier that it seems that the 
most common cause of accidents is listed 
as loss of control, almost automatically – and 
perhaps unwisely – there’s an assumption 
that pilotage skills, or perhaps lack thereof, 
sit at the root of an event. Here’s a case 
where the pilot lost control after landing and 
everybody assumed, as nicely as possible, 
that this was the case. As it turned out, our 
Chief Inspector arrived at the airfield shortly 
after the incident and, when he returned to 
the office he explained that the pilot just ‘lost 
it’ on landing, an easy thing to do with the 
rather short-coupled Minicab. So I listed the 
incident in the ‘Operational’ file and got on 
with something constructive.

I shouldn’t have been lazy, which became 
obvious when I was told off a bit by the pilot 
when he got in touch wondering why I hadn’t 
investigated what had happened. I had to 
eat some humble pie when he explained that 
when he and his LAA Inspector took a close 
look at the undercarriage he found some real 
technical issues. The file now resides in the 
‘Technical’ drawer where it belongs (and the 
handling pilot’s temperature has dropped a 
degree or two).

Actually, the aircraft that this incident 
relates to turns out to be, in an LAA sort of 
way, rather famous. First, we think that it was 
the first Minicab to fly in the UK, although I 
expect that if we’re wrong about that you’ll 
let us know! Secondly, and we’re sure about 
this, the machine won the Air Squadron 
trophy in 1971 as best Plans-Built aircraft 
presented at the PFA Rally, that year held 
at Sywell. I’ve never had much to do with 
Minicabs in my career but, now I’ve had a 

close look around one (our new CEO, Phil 
Hall, is a proud owner so there’s one here at 
Turweston at the moment), I think that they’re 
a fantastic little two-seater. 

The incident aircraft is now owned by 
ex-RAF airman, Richard Thomas and has 
about 2,020 hours on the clock. Not bad for a 
homebuilt aircraft built in 1969 and, checking 
through the aircraft’s history file, I note that 
it was initially test-flown by the famous 
English Electric test pilot, Roland Beamont 
who, some of the old stagers have told me 
was also a past president of the PFA… this 
aircraft just gets famouser and famouser!

Anyway, what happened? Here’s a précis of 
Richard’s incident report:

On the morning of 6 July 2013 I planned 
a VFR flight to Sittles Farm near Litchfield to 
participate in a fly-in. As a first-time visitor 
I contacted the locals to receive PPR and 
an airfield brief to back up the information 
provided on their website. It was a fine 
summer day, good visibility, light southerly 
winds, and temperature of +21C. 

I noticed, at my departure, that the aircraft 
required a lot more right rudder input than 
normal but put this down to poor pilot 
technique; in retrospect, this was perhaps an 
indication that there was a mechanical issue 
that I had not recognised.

On the approach to Sittles I could see 
the wind sock was hanging down and 
considered there was no significant cross 
wind component. My approach was stable 
with a speed of 50kt, second stage flap, 
touching down gently in a three-pointer at 
45kt, exactly where planned. The aircraft 
ran straight ahead without needing any 
correcting. As soon as I applied the (heel) 
brakes the aircraft began to veer to the left; I 
immediately released the brakes and applied 
right rudder – progressively more until I had 
full right rudder, but aircraft continued to 
veer to the left. Right brake was applied with 
full right rudder – hard enough to cause the 
tail to lift – but I was still unable to counter 
the movement to the left and by now we were 
about to run off the edge of the runway.

SAFEty Spot
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Here are two drawings showing the general 
arrangement of the Minicab undercarriage 
system; it looks like the runway excursion 
was primarily due to a loss of directional 
control on landing caused, at least in part, 
by a brake cable tightening because of 
rotational wear between the housing, the 
aerofoil shaped piston and the piston to main 
undercarriage tube. This wear, which was 
quite excessive, wasn’t noticed at the last 
annual check because the undercarriage 
was jacked-up under the axle.   
(Photo: Malcolm McBride)

Above is a close-up showing the piston with 
the pins removed but still fitted to the steel 
oleo. Note the brass plates which serve to 
hold the pins in place. This sort of mechanical 
shock absorber is very prone to wear, as 
rotational loads are contained by a relatively 
short moment arm (when compared to a 
drag-link system). (Photo: Richard Thomas)
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As the tail lifted I instinctively applied power 
to counteract the tail lift and the aircraft 
appeared to straighten but too late to prevent 
it from departing the runway at an angle of 
around 30°, speed 10-15kt approximately 
250m from the end (half-way) into a soft field 
with a bean crop standing about 4ft high.

As the aircraft nosed over I was able to 
switch off the mags and the electrical master 
switch but was unable to reach the fuel 
selector while strapped in inverted (not a 
problem in the normal position). The canopy 
frame had been pushed backwards and the 
Perspex shattered. I released my harness, 
dropping only about 18in, and then reached 
and located the fuel cock by feel.

Neither of us was injured, thank goodness.

Richard, helped by the locals, got the 
aircraft back to the club hangar and took a 
look around the undercarriage to see what 
may have caused the sudden change in 
direction on landing. Both tyres were still 
inflated and the wheels rotated freely, in fact 
nothing appeared unusual. 

The Minicab undercarriage is similar to 
the design used by most of the Jodel range; 
the undercarriage legs comprise a polished 
steel tube to which an axle is welded and 
an aerofoil-shaped fixed housing which is 
bolted the aircraft’s main spar. The upper 
part of the housing is filled with rubber blocks 
and separator plates which are compressed 
during landing by an aerofoil-shaped piston 
which is attached to the polished steel tube.

The piston is attached to the tube by two 
mild steel pins which, when assembled, are 
a force fit. The pins are held in place with 
two brass sealing strips. It should be noted 
that any movement between the piston and 
the pins (or, as it will be recognised, the 
piston and the housing) will be translated into 
rotational movement in the polished steel tube.

When Richard and his inspector had the 
opportunity to carry out a detailed inspection 
of the undercarriage on the aircraft they 
noted that the left lower leg, along with its 
associated axle and wheel unit, was free 
to twist about twelve degrees, the right 
about five degrees. During his last annual 
inspection Richard had removed the wheels 
and had serviced the brakes but had 
jacked his aircraft up from the base of the 
undercarriage leg… he hadn’t noticed the 
presence of the excessive rotational wear.

The undercarriage was dismantled and, 
well the pictures tell the story. What looks to 
have happened is that the left leg had twisted 
enough on landing to not only muck up the 
tracking of the wheel but also to tighten the 
left brake operating cable which, in turn, 
applied the brake; a difficult situation for the 
pilot during a normal landing. If there’s a big 
lesson here, and I think there is, it’s ensuring 
that you include a thorough check of the 
undercarriage at each annual inspection 
and, as part of your Tailored Maintenance 
Programme, if you jack the aircraft you need 
to take the weight off the wheel to find faults 
such as this one. Every once in a while you 
must build time into your schedule when the 
undercarriage, as an assembly, is removed, 
stripped down and serviced.  

RV SERIES AIRCRAFT
CHECKS FOR CRACKING IN THE 
EMPENNAGE 
Regular visitors to the LAA website will know 

that we’ve recently issued three Safety Alerts 
affecting Van’s aircraft. The first, issued on 
the 16 January 2014, concerned a Van’s 
Service Bulletin affecting fuel tanks on all RV 
12 aircraft and is not of interest here. The 
next two, issued respectively on the 3 and 4 
February 2014 by LAA Engineering, affecting 
RV 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 aircraft (including A 
models), are of concern. The first alert, LAA/
AWA/14/02 highlights Van’s Service Bulletin 
SB 14-01-31, which required an immediate 
check for cracks in the tailplane’s front spar 
and, if a crack is found, provides a repair 
schedule that, when applied, brings the 
aircraft back to full airworthiness.

The second Alert, LAA/AWA/14/03, 
highlights a very similar Van’s Service 
Bulletin, SB 14-12-13, which required an 
inspection for cracks in the forward spar of 
the elevator; again, a repair schedule was 
included in the Bulletin.

As readers will know, any changes that will 
affect the design of an aircraft operating on 
an LAA-administered Permit to Fly requires 
approval from the LAA Design Team; this 
may seem, at first sight, a bit strange in the 
case of Van’s Aircraft which, as a series 
of types, is very well supported, both by 
the manufacturer themselves and through 
an excellent web-based owner’s forum 
but, as with all procedures and processes 
in aeronautics, a second look is always 
worthwhile. Both the LAA Safety Alerts 
recommended that the inspection part of 
the SB was carried out before the next flight 
and, if a crack was discovered, asked that 
the Engineering team here at LAA HQ be 
informed. Owners were asked not to begin 
repairs until these could be looked at by our 
structure specialists.

As it turns out, we’ve had four aircraft, all 
RV-6s, that have been found to have cracks; 
as can be seen in the photos, the cracks 
themselves are generally different and a ‘one 
fix fixes all’ approach may not be completely 
appropriate. In any event, this design 
evaluation is ongoing as I write and, when the 
best route forward has been agreed for the 
UK machines, an Airworthiness Information 
Leaflet will be produced setting out the 
inspection/repair rules.

This is, by the way, the sort of thing that you 
should be looking for in your annual ‘panels-
off’ inspection, whatever type of aircraft you 
look after. All the aircraft that have shown 
‘positive’ for cracking, in the UK at least, 
are fairly high hour examples, but don’t let 
that fool you into thinking that because your 
machine hasn’t flown a lot you don’t need to 
check… two of the four cracks found are very 

“You must make time 
for the undercarriage 

to be removed 
stripped down and 

inspected”
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(Left) A picture showing a 
crack in an RV-6 tailplane; this 
machine has completed 1,125 
hours over 14 years. Note that 
in this example the crack travels 
towards the rivet but disappears 
behind the attached angle. In 
this case it will be necessary 
to see how far the crack has 
travelled before a repair scheme 
can be approved. It may be that 
the best option here would be 
the complete replacement of 
the part and, should this be felt 
necessary, a local reinforcement. 
(Photo: Mark Turner)

(Left) Another picture showing a crack in 
an RV-6 tailplane. I hope that you can see 
that things are slightly different. First, the 
crack is not going towards the rivet and, 
more importantly, has only just left its 
origin; note that in this 1,200 hour (over 12 
years) example there’s no corner relief, so 
this crack may be fixed by adding a relief 
radius… in other words, dressing the crack 
out. Personally, I think that this crack was 
most likely to have been created during the 
manufacture of the component but wasn’t 
spotted during the assembly of the tailplane.  
(Photo: John Akerman)

In the above clever picture of an RV-6 
tailplane spar you can just see the crack 
travelling downwards from the relief radius. 
This crack is very similar to those seen in 
US examples. Note two things: 1. the crack 
is travelling directly towards the rivet and 2. 
the crack stops before the attached angle 
and, because the crack can be easily stop-
drilled and hasn’t travelled far, it could be a 
candidate for the Van’s repair scheme. This 
aircraft has completed 2,400 hours over 11 
years. (Photo: Alan Hall)
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likely to have been there since manufacture 
and are, luckily for the owners, easy to dress 
out – another few hours and the repair may 
not be so simple.

LANCAIR 320 MK. II 
UNDERCARRIAGE FAILURE ON 
LANDING
Earlier in the column I featured an incident 
where the pilot of a Minicab lost directional 
control of the aircraft on landing; initially it was 
thought that the eventual run-off was the result 
of an incipient ground loop, quite an easy 
situation to get into in the Minicab because 
of the aircraft’s narrow wheel-base and 
short-coupling (the relatively short distance 
between the main wheels and tailwheel). 
After checking more closely it was found that 
it was very likely that directional control was 
lost because of a jamming brake and, in turn, 
this jamming was very likely to have been 
the result of excessive wear between the 
undercarriage’s housing and the oleo piston.

This incident happened in June last year 
and, as it turns out, another LAA owner pilot 
suffered a very similar fate in his Lancair 
320 just a week earlier and, after a long 
investigation, it turns out that the similarities 
don’t end there. The pilot, ex-RAF/BOAC 
flyer, Paul Gilroy, sent his report into the 
incident to us and, whilst it’s clear that Paul 
isn’t someone who wastes words, the report 
tells the first part of the story well… here it is:

1700Z 9 June, 2013 at Lindridge Park:
Aircraft with two occupants was returning 

to Exeter from Caernarfon (EGCK) N. Wales. 
After a normal landing a/c suffered a partial 
main gear collapse and I was unable to 
stop a swing to port. The a/c departed the 
runway coming to a stop some 20 metres 
off the side of the runway on soft grass. Two 
occupants, both unhurt. Engine was stopped 
prior to leaving the runway and no damage 
to propeller or shock stop of the engine. 
Aircraft exited and made safe, fire services 

in attendance. Airfield closed to traffic for 55 
minutes, inspected and reopened at 1506Z.

Pilot’s report: Normal landing sequence 
on R/W 08 LH. Aircraft touchdown point at 
the runway intersection at 85kt, half flap, 
x-wind from the right 160/10. Initial braking 
run seemed normal, then port wing stared to 
drop and I was unable to prevent a swing to 
the left. Mixture selected to cut and aircraft 
left the runway at approximately 20kt coming 
to rest canted on port wing. Aircraft made 
safe and vacated.

The aircraft came to rest with the nose 
gear normally extended and locked, the 
port gear collapsed and the starboard 
partially so. The aircraft was physically 
lifted onto a gurney with rollers in order to 
allow reopening of the runway. Main gear 
doors were damaged during this necessary 
operation. On lifting it became apparent that 
the geometric locks had sheared on both 
gears and there was a crack evident on 
the top starboard main gear strut. This may 
have been caused by the sideways motion 
across the grass. Little structural damage 
evident other than at the base of the rudder. 
Both main gears suffered damage as did 
both main gear doors.

Initially, I had thought the aircraft was 
veering due to a tyre burst on the LHS but 
both main wheels were still inflated when the 
aircraft was lifted and secured to the gurney. 

Paul explained during the telephone chat 
I had with him about the incident that, in 
his ‘repertoire’ of actions in the event of an 
emergency, he’d rehearsed pulling the mixture 
back to idle cut-off. Certainly this action saved 
an expensive engine shock-load inspection 
and, in the words of the AAIB investigator that 
attended the incident was definitely deserving 
of an AWD letter. I’ll tell you later what that 
means! Anyway, once he’d got his broken 
aeroplane back in the hangar, Paul took a 
closer look at the runway to see whether there 
were any clues to be found… he continues:

    We measured the landing roll and 
from the mid-point of the intersection of the 
disused and Runway 08, which was where I 
touched down, to the final rest point is 580m. 
I really started to have difficulty remaining 
straight abeam E1 as I had applied full right 
rudder and steady right brake and I was still 
deviating. I had full right aileron in to keep 
the wings level but I had assumed the wing 
lift on the starboard side was due crosswind. 
Obviously as the speed reduced both rudder 
and aileron effect were fast disappearing and 
when I reached the point halfway between 
the centreline and the runway edge it was 
obvious we were going off – the was the 
point I killed the engine and warned my 
wife. I seemed to me that the port wing was 
dragging when I crossed the drainage strip 
but I couldn’t be sure. I had thought I might 
have had a tyre burst as the symptoms are 
similar but there was no rumble noise evident 
and the tyre shows no damage marks or flats.

When we lifted the a/c onto the baggage 
trolley the main wheel tyres looked OK. It 
was only in the hangar the next day that the 
engineer showed me the port tyre was free 
to rotate on the wheel rim and the inner tube 
obviously deflated.

Could it be possible that the inner tube 
deflated on landing? This would give me the 
initial difficulty keeping straight. The tyre may 
have been rotating but I was not using left 
brake at all so maybe that accounts for no tyre 
‘flats’. However, it would have been flat when 
hitting the drainage strip! Would that have 
been enough of a jar to initiate collapse? All 
the chamfering on the port wing, port aileron, 
port flap and port brake unit seem to indicate 
that they were in contact with the tarmac 
before I hit the grass.

When LAA Inspector, John Skinner finally 
managed to dismantle the undercarriage, 
it started to become a little clearer what 
may have happened; sometimes it can be 
very difficult to tease-out what came first… 
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A lovely June flying day rather spoilt by 
a rather unplanned departure from the 

runway after landing, due as it turned out, 
to the failure of an over-centre link in the 

undercarriage’s retraction mechanism. 
Quick thinking, perhaps better pre-planning, 

meant that this Lancair’s engine wasn’t 
damaged, so the repair costs were very 

much reduced. (Photo: Paul Gilroy)

(Left) This picture shows the upper and 
lower over-centre links placed together 
in their correct orientation. The ball end 
fitting attaches to the undercarriage leg 
and, although bent, remained in situ after 
the incident. The triangular plates are the 
connection to the hydraulic operating ram.
The failed bearing housing, left in the 
picture, is thought to be the point of inital 
failure, the material giving way along a roll-
pin hole. (Photo: Malcolm McBride)
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chicken or egg! To be honest, we cannot 
be 100% sure that we’ve got it right here. 
Certainly the left main gear over-centre link 
has failed, and it looks to have failed in a 
‘bursting’ manner (aft-wards). There’s no 
sign of fatigue in the fracture face and the 
failure itself looks to be purely as a result 
of overload. The marks in the wheel/brake 
assembly are consistent with them rotating 
normally, at least until the undercarriage 
finally failed and the brake disc was dragged 
along the paved runway. Whilst the ball end 
fitting on the lower attachment was badly 
bent, it wasn’t broken (that’s the attachment 
to the leg itself) but, looking at the top of 
the link, it’s clear that the link has failed at a 
point where a roll pin was fitted and we think 
that it was a failure here that initiated the 
collapse of the leg.

This is a good example of why it is 
necessary to build into your Tailored 
Maintenance Schedule regular, deep strip 
inspections; this top link bearing is very 
difficult to inspect in-situ and the only real 
way that you can be assured that all’s well 
is to take it to pieces and take a close look 
on the bench. This is especially true of the 
homebuilt where there’s not a huge fleet 
history. This 250mph machine has, naturally, 
quite a high landing speed and, as it turns 
out, over its previous 500 or so flying hours, 
is regularly landed on grass strips. Anyway, 
the aircraft’s been thoroughly overhauled 
now and, as it happens, I’ve got this year’s 
Permit Renewal sat in my in-tray; that’s 
something for tomorrow. Oh, by the way, if 
you’re still wondering, AWD means Awfully 
Well Done. 

FW, you know what that means! ■    

(Left) is a closer view of the failed bearing 
housing machined into the upper link 
assembly. You can see that this part has 
failed at the drilled hole created to accept a 
micro-switch operating roll pin. We think that 
it is very likely that, under close examination, 
early signs of problems could have been 
spotted although, to check properly, it is 
likely that the complete leg would need to be 
removed for overhaul. How and when major 
components, like undercarriage systems, are 
strip-inspected is something that the owner 
should consider when creating a Tailored 
Maintenance Schedule for their aircraft.

LAA project Registration 
Kit Built Aircraft   £300
Plans Built Aircraft  £50
Issue of a permit to test Fly  
Non-LAA approved design only  £40
Initial permit issue 
Up to 390kg  £320
391 - 499kg  £425
500kg and above  £565
Three seats and above  £630
permit renewal 
Up to 390kg  £115
391 - 499kg £155
500kg and above  £210
Three seats and above  £230
Modification application 
Prototype modification £45

Repeat modification £22.50
transfer 
(from CofA to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 499kg  £135
500 kg and above £250
Three seats and above  £350
Four-seat aircraft 
Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee  £2,000
Project registration royalty  £50
Category change
Group A to microlight £135
Microlight to Group A  £135
Change of G-Registration fee
Issue of Permit Documents following G-Reg change £45
Replacement Documents
Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document) £20
Latest SPARS - No.15 April 2009
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(Right) Considerable side load has been 
imparted into this ball end fitting which 

gives some clues as to the failure history; 
to bend an item like this takes considerable 

energy and time. (Photo: Malcolm McBride)

(Left This picture shows the Lancair’s failed 
link in-situ; Tailored Maintenance Schedules 
are a good idea because they can take into 
account the local operational environmental 
factors, for example rough or smooth 
runway operation or the possible increased 
airframe corrosion risks associated with 
operating in coastal regions.
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